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1. Introduction

The project JOHANNA (Joint staff qualification in South Baltic destinations to increase the skilled
workforce in the South Baltic Sea and by that ensure a sustainable small cruise ship development in
the South Baltic Sea) is an international initiative to develop tailor-made professional qualification
modules for tour guides and cruise coordinators, aiming to address diverse target groups. The main
objectives of the project are developed around the strengthening of the tourism sector in the region
by increasing the skilled workforce, attracting new qualified staff and preventing emigration through
the creation of new job perspectives for young people.
This initiative results from the findings of its predecessor the JOHANN project, in which a lack of
qualified staff in the region was identified as a risk factor for the sustainable economic development in
the field of tourism. The JOHANNA project is constituted by an interdisciplinary group of partners from
Germany, Lithuania, Poland and Sweden, which combines expertise in the touristic field from both the
academia and the praxis.
With the aim of establishing the foundations for the development of a professional qualification
program for tour guides in the South Baltic area, a comprehensive, collaborative effort of the partner
organizations and regions of the project has allowed the preparation of this state of play report. This
document analyzes in detail the current situation of tour guide education in six partner regions,
examines the relevant skills and competences to perform the job as tour guide based on a survey
among practitioners, explores two successful examples of cruise destinations outside South Baltic and
concludes with an overview of the similar challenges and opportunities of the region.
This document was elaborated by the participant partners:








PLANCO Consulting GmbH on behalf of the Lead Partner: City of Rostock, Germany (Chapter
2, section 2.1)
Hanseatic City of Wismar, Germany (Chapter 2, section 2.2)
Mukran Port, Germany (Chapter 2, section 2.3 and chapter 4, section 4.2)
Municipality of Karlskrona, Sweden (Chapter 2, section 2.5; chapter 4, section 4.1 and
conclusions)
Strategic Self-Management Institute, Lithuania (Chapter 2, section 2.6.)
University of Applied Sciences Stralsund, Germany (Chapter 3, introduction and conclusions)
Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia Sp. z o.o., Poland (Chapter 2, section 2.4)

The partners extend their gratitude to all those individuals and organizations that contributed to the
preparation of this report, by sharing with us their experiences and knowledge through this process.
Special thanks are extended to our interview partners: Jana Bornschein (Sartori & Berger), Anne
Kirchmann (rostock exklusiv), Ines Lenz (vip hanse touring), Theresa Marquardt (Tourismuszentrale
Rostock & Warnemünde), Helmtraud Spielmann (Rostocker Stadtführerverein e.V.) and Angrit
Lorenzen-Schmidt (Geschichtswerkstatt Rostock e.V.).

For more information about the project, please visit our website: http://johanna.website/
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2.1. Guide education in Rostock, Germany
Welcome to Rostock - Cruise destination Rostock
Rostock is a city located on the Warnow river on the German Baltic Sea. With 209.191 inhabitants it is
the largest city in the German federal state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.1 Rostock is bursting
with architectural testimony of its grand Hanseatic history: Once an important member of the
Hanseatic League, the port and university city is still the hub of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. The
colourful cultural life, the traditional pubs and several miles of shopping precincts, sporting and concert
events, and the extensive zoo, provide entertainment and diversity all year round.2 The seaside resort
Warnemünde, which is a district of the city, is well-known cruise destination in the Baltic Sea Region.
In 2019 Rostock-Warnemünde had 196 arrivals of cruise ships, 906 000 passengers.3 Once a poor
fishing village, the exquisite sand and wide beach attracted many visitors, and the area changed into
an elegant seaside resort and health spa in the 19th century – and still is.4 Top attractions - apart from
seaside resort - are St. Mary’s church, Rostock Zoo, Stasi Headquarter Museum Rostock, University of
Rostock and Brunnen der Lebensfreude (Fountain).5

Figure 1. Rostock aerial view / © Hansestadt Rostock; Photo: Fotoagentur nordlicht/modified

Statistisches Amt M-V – Bevölkerungsstand der Kreise, Ämter und Gemeinden 2019". Statistisches Amt
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (in German). July 2020.
2 https://www.cruisebaltic.com/destinations/germany/rostock
3
TOURISMUSZENTRALE Rostock & Warnemünde.
4
https://www.cruisebaltic.com/destinations/germany/rostock
5
BA Europe ROSTOCK CITY CENTER PORT AND DESTINATION ANALYSIS FOR SMALL CRUISE SHIPS (2018).
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2019
Tourist Arrivals

829 222 in total, 760 579 from Germany- 68 643 from other countries

Overnights

2 288 907 in total, 2 120 655 from Germany, 168 252 from other countries

Cruise guests 2019

196 arrivals of cruise ships, 906 000 passengers (Rostock- Warnemünde
only!)

Table 1. Rostock - selected key touristic figures 2019/ Source: Landesamt für innere Verwaltung6

As part of the preparations for the Federal Garden show (Bundesgartenschau BUGA 2025), the area
around Rostock's city harbour ("Rostock Oval") will be redesigned over the next few years. The
“Rostocker Oval” strategy includes numerous large-scale urban projects near the riverbank.7 The aim
is to upgrade the "heart of the city" - and make it more attractive for locals and tourists.

Figure 2. Planned projects of the BUGA 2025 – “Rostocker Oval” (source: BUGA 2025 TEAM, City of Rostock,
modified). The spot "Johanna" indicates where the small cruise ships could land in the city port.

These measures will also serve to enable small cruise ships to dock in the city harbour in the future (see
photo below). The potential offered by this area was discussed several times in the context of the
previous Johann project. At the spot where the Stena ferry is parked in the photo, cruise passengers
could disembark in the future to discover the city and the surrounding area. The redevelopment of the
area offers the opportunity to set up new themed tours for the city harbour and to embed these in
future guide trainings.

6

https://www.laivmv.de/static/LAIV/Statistik/Dateien/Publikationen/G%20IV%20Tourismus%2c%20Gastgewerbe/G%20413/201
9/G413%202019%2012.pdf
7
For more information, please see Johanna Del. 3.1 State of Play Report Cruise Coordinator Courses and
Education/chapter 4 " Discourse: First Thoughts About a Training Program for a “Cruise Port Area Development
Manager" (see project website).
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Figure 3. Rostock aerial view - Stena line ferry in parking position/ docking at potential small cruise ship berth at
Rostock harbour /  Hansestadt Rostock; Photo: Angelika Heim

But there are also hidden treasures in the surrounding area of Rostock that could be exciting for cruise
guests off the beaten track: Manor houses and castles. Presenting these as outdoor locations of the
BUGA is an important step towards making them more visible. To attract cruisers, tailor-made
offers/tours to selected castles and manor houses should be developed in the meantime.

City and tour guiding in Rostock - Current pool of guides
The Tourist Office (Tourismuszentrale Rostock-Warnemünde) is the central provider of city walks and
tours in in/from Rostock. Tours and guided tours in Rostock, its surroundings and MV-wide are offered
via Rostock website8 (Tours provided by tourist office and private companies). The Tourist Office works
closely together with 60 guides in the region Rostock and Warnemünde. Most of the city guides are
organised through the Tourist Guide Association "Rostocker Stadtführerverein e.V.“ 25 of 40 them have
foreign language skills (English, Spanish, French, Russian, Polish, Swedish, Japanese, Bulgarian). Missing
languages are Italian, Dutch, Danish, Portuguese, Chinese. The guides working together with the local
tourism office are between 30 and 85 years old. However, the average age of the guides is rather high
with 60 years. Most of them are pensioners, freelancer, or sideliners. Motivation to be a guide are 1)
Solidarity with home city, 2) Passion / hobby showing guests the city, 3) material reasons as further
income or full-time job. Ten guides from the Tourist Guide Association also work as tour guides in the
cruise business. In addition, incoming agencies from Berlin or Hamburg (PS Incoming Berlin, further)
turn to the tourist office to find experienced guides for their tours.

8

www.rostock.de/aktiv/fuehrungen-rundfahrten.html
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Figure 4. City guide in Rostock/  TZRW, photo: D. Gohlke

Companies as tour agency vip hanse touring (Rostock) and service company for shipping and transport
Sartori & Berger (SB) with various locations in Germany (also Rostock) specialize in guiding cruise
guests. Their shore programmes are booked together with the cruise directly through the shipping
company. Both companies negotiate the tour programmes directly with the cruise lines (see figure
below).
Sartori & Berger (SB) is a service company for shipping and transport with its own branches in all major
German ports and offers a wide range of services both as a port agency and in the tourism sector. The
latter has been providing cruise services since the start of the cruise business boom in Germany. In the
meantime, SB has developed into a leading provider of cruise services. 9 Among others, the company
offers land programmes for cruise passengers from Rostock- Warnemünde. At the Rostock site, the
company has a pool of 10-15 specially trained tour guides who are active in the cruise business (5-8
regular on duty). As far as the age and professional background of these tour guides is concerned, it is
basically in line with the information provided by the Tourist Office (age: between 40 and 65 years,
group of people: pensioners, teachers). SB guides from Rostock are used on tours in and around
Rostock, e.g., Rostock by boat and bus, Molli Steam Tram, Rostock & surroundings (Wismar, Schwerin,
Bad Doberan). In addition, tours are offered for cruise guests from Warnemünde to Hamburg, Berlin
and Lübeck.
Vip hanse touring has additional 40 guides. The company has been operating in the cruise sector since
1992 and organizes shore excursions and passenger transfer in different cruise ports in Northern
Germany (e.g., Rostock, Wismar, Bremerhaven, Hamburg, Kiel, Stralsund, Rügen). The average age of
guides is comparable low with about 25 years. These are almost exclusively students. Vip hanse touring
cruise guides work exclusively for this company.

9

https://www.sartori-berger.de/services/cruise-services
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Figure 5. City, Tour and Cruise Guiding - overview on key players/ source: PLANCO, based on own research

In addition, there are further small travel agencies and private guides providing tour packages or
individual tours to cruise guests (e.g., rostock exklusiv, Thom tours, Schatzberg Tours,
Geschichtswerkstatt Rostock e.V.). These tours are aimed at those who wish to book shore excursions
independently of the shipping company. Unlike vip hanse touring and SB, however, these providers do
not specialize in cruise guests, but also offer tours for other guests/other occasions.
Rostock exklusiv is a tour operator for groups in Rostock and Warnemünde. Established in 2005 the
company offers classic and extraordinary guided tours for coach travel groups, company events and
cruise ship passengers. The company is committed to showing the most beautiful destinations in the
area and beyond. Cruise guests can choose between open tours to Rostock and Schwerin, private tours
to selected destinations in Mecklenburg- Vorpommern and Berlin and individual private tours (offering
the opportunity to design own short or longer excursion with private guide and transport).10
The Rostock history workshop (Geschichtswerkstatt Rostock e.V.) 11 offers various thematic tours for
guests in Rostock. Since 2013, the association has also been offering individual guided tours of
Rostock's Old Town for international cruise guests, which are conducted by volunteers. These shorter
or longer "private" tours are made for those who either cannot find their way around the city on their
own or have become aware of the notice on the gate. On cruise days, members of the
association/guides are available at the Kröpeliner Tor for cruise guests for information and Englishlanguage city tours. Years ago, the need for an inexpensive alternative to pre-booked tours was
recognized (5 EUR/hour and person). In the meantime, 30-50 small groups are guided through the
historic city center per cruise season (individuals, couples, small groups). This number may seem
relatively small, but the offer itself is even more valuable for lower-income cruise guests. Demand for
the tours has grown steadily and the feedback has been very positive. "These tours are personal - they
allow for real conversations and real encounters." - says Angrit Lorenzen-Schmidt, managing director
of the association. But not all visitors also take part in a city tour, often it is about giving the
international guests information/tips about Rostock. Both guided tours and conversations show that
the interest in societal topics is of greater relevance to the cruise guests than historical facts.

10
11

http://www.rostock-guide.com (English version); http://www.rostock-exklusiv.de (German version)
https://www.geschichtswerkstatt-rostock.de
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Responsibilities and institutional framework: recruiting, scope of guide education
and certification
The Association of Tourist Guides in Rostock is the main player when it comes to guide education. The
latter works closely together with the local tourism office. Depending on demand for additional guides
or guides with specific language skills a new course will be opened.
The application for a new course works by word of mouth ("Passive recruiting") and newspaper
advertisements. Interested persons must contact the association to get listed for future course. If
enough suitable participants have expressed their interest, a course will be held. To be admitted to the
course, participants must meet the following criteria:





they speak another foreign language fluently in addition to English (preferably Italian, Spanish,
French)
they can be used flexibly, even during the week (some appointments)
they appear confident in public
they have successfully passed the professional interview with knowledge and language test.

The training lasts from October to April (not every year) and consists of a theoretical (Friday afternoon,
Saturday) and a practical part (various guided tours in different regions led by the association). The
training covers 280 hours. The theoretical part includes the following topics:





History and present- Rostock and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Guiding skills: Leading groups successfully - what should be considered?
Rhetoric and presentation skills
Insight into the tours that are offered (Rostock and further surroundings)

In preparation of the education programme guides receive literature recommendations for self-study.
The practical part aims to give future tourist guides first-hand information about city tours:
1) The city and most relevant/popular districts including its sights are explored
2) By bus, national destinations are approached, shown, and explained.
University lecturers, also former and experienced guides are used as trainers. The course is completed
with an exam (Controlled guided tours observed by the management of the association & Tourist
Office). Upon completion of the course, participants receive a certificate attesting to their qualification
as a tour guide.
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Figure 6. Tour guide certificate
Rostock / © Tourist Guide Association
"Rostocker Stadtführerverein e.V.; H.
Spielmann

Figure 7. Rostock tour guide card, Picture A. Schröder

The course is financed by the participants (appr. 500-600 EUR). Outcome of courses is well: The tourism
center estimated that approximately 90 – 95 % of trained guides will work as guides. Most city guides
work as classic city guides, i.e., they guide (hotel) guests who are staying in Rostock or the surrounding
area. Only a few of them work as cruise guides (see further ahead).
The last training in this form took place in 2016. However, every year between October and April, the
Tourist Guide Association also offers monthly follow-up trainings for the guides (at least 4 per low
season). The latter cover a wide range of local topics relevant to the city tours and usually last 2-3
hours (e.g., visit of shipyard, etc.). The regular further training courses are laid down in an agreement
between the city guide association and the tourist office and serve to ensure the (continued) high
quality of the guided tours. In addition, a study trip to another city is organised once a year to exchange
ideas with other city guides.
Cruise guides are trained by private tour operators themselves. In Rostock and surroundings these are
Sartori & Berger (SB) and vip hanse touring. Compared to the trainings offered by the Association of
Tourist Guides in Rostock, these trainings are much more compact.
SB developed and provided own education programmes during the past years. The trainings are
provided depending on demand in each port of call where SB is the appointed agent (RostockWarnemünde and further big hubs and smaller cruise ports cruise ports in Northern Germany and
Poland). The last training in Rostock was carried out in 2014. Experienced guides are used to conduct
the training. There are no special requirements for participation in the course - only the interest to
work as a tour guide. Recruitment is done by placing an advertorial.
The training includes 12 hours of theory and a practical trip of about 7 hours. Contents in the
theoretical training are:






What makes a good guide?
Geographic orientation
Local history: Naming; historical development; development of Rostock city districts
Current situation: Warnemünde and surroundings
Sequences of the different tour programmes offered
12



How to lead a group?

The practical part includes the participation at a real tour with an experienced guide. At the end of the
training there is an examination drive. Here, the guide has to carry out the tour under real conditions
and apply the knowledge learned. The SB guide training is free of charge. However, the participants
had to agree to work exclusively for SB only in the first 2 years after the training. To cover the demand
for guides, there is also a cooperation with a guide service in Lübeck. Depending on the shipping
company, local guides from Lübeck supervise the tours from/to Warnemünde/Rostock or only in
Lübeck.
Vip hanse touring trains 10-15 new guides every year before the start of the season. In general, the
guides should be flexible and know as many cities as possible in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (Wismar,
Rostock, Stralsund, Schwerin...) but also Lübeck and Kiel so that they can be used flexibly for all tours
later. Guide trainings are especially advertised to students - e.g., by posters in the University of Rostock,
flyers in pubs, social media, Facebook, Instagram and banner advertisement within University Rostock.
Guides / tour guides must be able to speak the languages in question, be talkative and open-minded
(towards other cultures). A certificate will not be issued. "We do not need guides, but entertainers!
Entertainers and people who have language skills!" (English, French, Italian, Spanish, Russian). The
theory is taught on 3 evenings (2-3 hours). Topics are:




Guiding skills (how to do a tour/ how to build it up?)
What do I need to know in general to guide groups successfully?
What do I have to consider when dealing with different nationalities? (international
competence)

Everything that the guides to the individual destinations should know (history etc.) is given to the
participants for self-study. In general, cruise guests are more interested in the present than in history
- according to Ines Lenz's experience. There is usually not enough time on the tours for pure factual
knowledge. There is also not enough time to show the cities in their entirety. Storytelling is in demand.
After the theoretical training, the new guides go on a two-and-a-half-day trial tour to try out their skills.
In general, it is about getting a feel for what can be told and when, how time travel can be bridged or
how the mood can be kept when there is a traffic jam?

Current and future challenges for guides and guide education
City and tour guiding are usually a secondary activity (teachers, pensioners, students). Guiding cruise
guests is limited to a few months a year. It is a seasonal job and not as attractive as a regular job. Tour
guides are demand during the summer months, especially at weekends. Only very few can make a living
from this activity alone. Rather, people decide to become guides for reasons that are not purely
monetary - out of a sense of home (and pride in showing their city), out of interest in people,
international encounters, where they can use/deepen their foreign language skills.
The cruise business is booming - however, cruise lines are not willing to pay as much for an excursion
as they have been in the past: "Most of them try to reduce the costs as much as possible. Consequently,
the salary for the guides is not as high as the agency would like." says Jana Bornschein, Sartori and
Berger (Rostock). She also complains that the supply of guides is currently too low in foreign language
guides: "There is a big need for well-educated specialists, good narrators and educators who speak
fluently Spanish, Italian and French as well as Asian languages".
According to the Tourist Office, there are currently enough city guides. However, given the increasing
demand for cruises and the average age of guides, this could change in the future. The lack of guides
with foreign language skills is also critical.
13

As the research has shown, vip hanse touring trains new cruise guides every year to meet the demand
for tours and to attract new guides (to compensate for the loss of guides). The last tour guide training
in Rostock was some years ago. However, the tourist office is very interested in setting up a new course.
There are several reasons for this:





The average age of city guides is relatively high (60 years). To meet the demand for city guides
in the long term, it is important to train young people at an early stage.
New ways - new topics - new methods- new tools: Digital competences play an increasingly
important role - this requires special skills (online courses, modern tools for guiding groups).
Story telling has become more and more important in recent years. Storytelling to introduce
the city and its sights, personalities; storytelling to be able to market oneself successfully, to
create one's own tours; to promote tours on one's own website. COVID19 & guiding: In times
of COVID19 pandemic, special requirements /hygiene regulations must be followed. To
familiarise the guides with the new requirements, these must be presented during the training
sessions. The offers have also changed, so that the new guides can get to know a new variety
of tours as part of their training. Offers with potential could be tours in the city harbour and
hinterland tours (art, culture, events, regional cuisine).
Synergies between tour guiding and cruise guiding: Up to now, the topic of cruises has only
played a marginal role in the training of guides - even though Rostock is an important cruise
destination in the Baltic Sea region. Although the tourism centre and city guides have an
interest in training tourist guides for their own tours, embedding content on guiding cruise
passengers is worthwhile. Experienced and new guides from both areas could learn from each
other if they exchanged ideas and networked in the future: "Guiding cruise guests is very
demanding. I would even say- if you can guide cruise guests, you can guide all guests!" says
Ines Lenz, managing director vip hanse touring. To learn from the experiences of experienced
guides, representatives of private agencies Sartori & Berger, vip hanse touring, rostock
exklusiv, for example, could be used as trainers- to cover the topic.

Due to Covid19 pandemic, no face-to-face training of city guides is possible now and it is uncertain
when this will be possible again and under what conditions. The situation shows that it is increasingly
important to (also) convey training content digitally (offer webinars). However, this requires a
minimum level of digital skills and the necessary equipment.
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2.2. Guide education in Wismar, Germany
The Tourist Information Wismar works closely together with 40 guides, who are in average 70 years
old. Approximately 35 of them are regularly on duty. Most of our guides have previously worked as
teachers or engineers. It is a good base, but not enough. A typical guide in Wismar is a pensioner who
lives in the city. The person is looking for activities in the everyday life and want to become a tour
guide. Also a typical guide is a person who is looking for new and international contacts. Some of the
guides have foreign language skills, for example Swedish, English and French.
80 percent of the persons that Wismar has trained as guides, are working as guides for it. The other 20
percent are persons who work in other positions and jobs, so it is not possible for them to also work as
guides. Wismar tries to distribute the tours equally to the guides. The tourist information does not
favor any guides, except when they have special knowledge for a certain tour or they speak the needed
language for a special tour.
Type of tour

Salary

Normal city tour 1 hour

24 €

Normal city tour 2 hours

34 €

Thematically tour per tour

7 € surcharge

Tour in another language per tour

10 € surcharge

Extension of the tour per beginning hour

10 € surcharge

Groups of more than 30

7 € surcharge
Table 2. Salary of guides per hour in Wismar, Germany

2019
Tourist Arrivals

2 400 000 in total

Overnights

415 000 in total

Cruise guests 2019

7 arrivals of cruise ships, 4 500 passengers
Table 3. Key tourism information - Wismar, Germany

Responsibilities and institutional framework: recruiting, scope of guide education
and certification
The tourist office only hires tour guides who can prove that they have completed an education in the
adult education center. This course comprises a total of 100 hours with different focuses such as
architecture, history and didactics. In further times, the course to become a tour guide was visited only
by people who really wanted to become a tour guide. Reasons for that are that the course costs 300 €
and that the participants must pass an exam. The last time that the tourist information Wismar offered
that course was from October 2013 to April 2014. Because of this long time passed, it is important to
15

educate new guides with the free courses in JOHANNA. In further times, the training required 100
hours of training to participate the exam. For the new course it will need at least 100 hours and more
orientation in practical training.
The training aims to enable the participants to professionally guide guests. At the end of this training
the participants will be able to create city tours independently for an audience that wants to have a
general overview of the city's history and events. This audience is for example, cruise guests who visit
a variety of destinations on their cruise and who are interested in getting an appropriate amount of
information during their visit to Wismar. These guests also attach great importance to encounters and
"entertainment". As a rule, knowledge of special topics is not expected. The participants first acquire
factual and specialist knowledge about the region, deal with management techniques as well as group
communication and gain insight into the general conditions of tourism and their own role in this
system. Throughout the training, practical relevance and cooperation with the tour guides in Wismar
play a very important role. In concrete terms, this means participating in regularly scheduled city tours
in Wismar, first as a listener in the form of an observation, later as a tandem partner and finally as the
sole guide in demonstration and practice tours. A considerable amount of time is allocated to this part.
The training is supplemented by webinars dedicated to the common topics of the partners. These
include knowledge of the cruise market in the Southern Baltic Sea region, resonance tourism,
storytelling and sustainability awareness in tourism. These contents are therefore only to a limited
extent reflected in this training.
There are four big topics that will be mediated within the training:





General and region-specific content
Knowledge about cruise tourism
Business knowledge and working conditions
Leadership skills and leadership technology.

These topics contain many different contents that should be taught.
The responsibilities are distributed between the Hanseatic City of Wismar und training providers as
follows:
Responsibilities Wismar:






practical training
list of literature
acquisition of interested parties
selection of the participants
contact person.

Responsibilities training providers:










seminar room or seminar rooms
video documentation
setting up a curriculum
manuscript preparation
lecturer acquisition and support
acquisition of interested parties and support
final examinations
contact person
corona protection measures
16

For the future guides it is important for Wismar to have people with a younger age average.
Furthermore, they should be able to speak other languages in a good way. For that purpose, Wismar
could already win some native speakers. It is also important to have interesting people that are able to
tell their own stories and show their own experiences with Wismar. The cruise guests are different to
the day tourists in Wismar. They want just an overview about the city and not a detailed report that a
guided tour normally offers. According to that, they also want more entertainment. It is planned to
inform the guides more about the actual happening even if they do not guide as much as it was
provided. Wismar recruits new guides by advertising on social media and in newspapers but also by
word of mouth recommendation.
For a better knowledge, there were some exchanges of tour guides between Stralsund and Kalmar.
This is also planned with the new guides. It will help them to learn more about the way how other
tourist boards show visitors the city by an interesting content.

Current and future challenges regarding guides /cruise guides
Currently, it is difficult to find new guides due to the pandemic. Many of the interested people exceed
a certain age and fear to be endangered by the participation in courses. From this aspect also the
second difficulty arises: Interested people are often older persons, who earn additional money to their
pension through the guided tours. So in Wismar we have no one who is only a guide.
Another challenge is the recruitment of native speakers. Wismar would like to offer international cruise
guests an extensive city tour program and many languages. Therefore, we are working on training
native speakers and gaining their interest in the subject. So far, several native speakers have been
convinced to attend the future courses and to work as cruise guides for Wismar.

How does the organisation deal with peaks?
The tourist board Wismar trains their employees. The high season starts in April and ends in September.
Therefore, the tourist information opens from 9.00 am to 17.00 pm. In that time there is one more
employee at the counter. After the high season from October to March we open from 10.00 am to
16.00 pm.
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2.3. Guide education on Rügen Island, Germany
Welcome to Rügen - Cruise destination Rügen
Germany is home to spectacular islands, a jewel among which is Rügen. It is located off the Pomeranian
coast in the Baltic Sea and extends over an area of 974 km². Germany’s biggest island is famous for its
33 miles long stretch of sandy beaches, imposing chalk cliffs and enchanting countryside landscape.

Figure 6. UNESCO World Heritage ancient beech forests and chalk cliffs / © Tourismuszentrale Rügen

Figure 7. Location of Rügen / © Mukran Port

Its resplendent seaside resorts, superb architecture, rejuvenating spas and a plethora of sights attract
a significant number of tourists each year.
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Figure 8. Binz seaside resort / © Burwitz Pocha

Figure 9. Number of guests in 2019 / Source: Tourismuszentrale Rügen
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When cruise ships call Rügen, they dock in Sassnitz - a traditional port town between the rocky chalk
cliffs and sandy beaches of the Island.

Figure 10. Cruise ship at Sassnitz City Port / © Sassnitz City Port

Figure 11. Number of cruise guests in 2019 / Source: © Mukran Port
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Guides situation on Rügen
There are two guide organisations on Rügen and one in Stralsund offering guide tours for tourists and
cruise passengers:
Guide company
Boy Reiseleitung
Hanomag Tours
Stralsund Tourist Guide Association

English
3
3
5

Swedish
1

German
20
3
11

French

1

Table 4. Operating guide organisations on Rügen, Germany - Languages

These guide organisations are booked by Cruise shore excursion agencies who have direct service
contracts with cruise companies:
Agency
vip hanse touring
Sartori & Berger
Time Change
PWL Cruise Services
E-L-S

Headquarters
Rostock
Rostock
Berlin
Hamburg
Hamburg

Distance to Rügen
160 km
160 km
310 km
320 km
320 km

Table 5. Operating guide organizations on Rügen, Germany - Distance

Due to the low quantity of English-speaking guides on Rügen, these tour companies have to additionally
deploy staff from their headquarters for shore excursions on Rügen/in Stralsund. The following table
provides the characteristics of Rügen tour guides:
Average age

55

(Professional) background of guides

Pensioners, free lancers, employed people

Participant’s motivation to attend the course,
guide training

Occupation, work with people / social contact,
additional income

Demand for English-speaking guides

Depends on numbers of cruise calls with
English-speaking guests
25-30 EUR/h*
*Please note, this is the pure tour guide earnings. Higher
costs will be charged by the external cruise shore excursion
agency as sales price

Salary of guides

Table 6. Characteristics of tour guides on Rügen, Germany
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Responsibilities and Institutional framework, scope of guide education, certification
Regional training programmes

Course offers for tour guides on Rügen and in
Hanseatic City of Stralsund. In addition, there is
a course offer for nature and landscape guides

Responsible Organisation

The guide education on Rügen used to take
place at County Adult Education Centre
Vorpommern-Rügen (Kreisvolkshochschule
Vorpommern-Rügen)

Type of financing

By fees or project funding

Frequency of courses

On demand only

Participants recruitment

Courses are offered on the homepage of
educational centre, the participants register
self-Initiative

Planned exchanges with other regions

Not planned at the moment.

Table 7. Responsibilities and Institutional framework, scope of guide education, certification on Rügen, Germany

Scope of guide education and certification
Entry requirements

Max age 75

Content, relevance for cruise business

The training consists of:
 theoretical part (history and present,
guiding skills)
 practical part (various guided tours in
different parts of the island led by the
education centre in cooperation with a
local guide company)
The cruise content is indirectly considered

Amount of training hours

Training hours vary depending on the client's
requirement, but always over a longer period of
time with a corresponding final examination.
Trainings take place in the evening or on
weekends

Attendance certificate

Industry of commerce certificate or similar
Table 8. Scope of guide education and certification on Rügen, Germany
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Current / future challenges regarding recruiting of guides
The high season on Rügen is from May to September. The most cruise calls on Rügen take place during
this period. The average guide employment on Rügen is 5-7 months. The biggest challenge is: it is not
possible to live from the tour guide activity alone. Due to lack of English-speaking cruise guides, the
cruise shore excursion agencies recruit them at peak times from metropoles Hamburg, Berlin with
corresponding foreign language but not deep destination knowledge.
It is a great challenge to find local guides of a young age as this occupation is not very attractive under
the above-mentioned circumstances. This kind of job is an ideal secondary employment for pensioners
and students. For employed people it is hardly compatible with their main job (as they are often very
busy and cannot go every day or have to be on call). This is difficult for deployment planning.
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2.4. Guide education in Szczecin, Poland
Szczecin is a floating garden! 25% of the city’s surface area is water and 20% is greenery. Floating
Garden 2050 is a symbol of the vision for Szczecin, a message that Szczecin is a city that is: open, trans
border, innovative, city with vision, multicultural, multilingual. Szczecin is an amazing city. What makes
it stand out from other Polish cities is its unique natural environment, interesting geographical location
and history, the city’s architecture and urban design. The development of city’s greenery has been
inextricably linked with the city’s history. Since mid-1800s, Szczecin has been rapidly expanding its
borders. The necessity to expand the city was a perfect chance to develop it as an urban structure and
also to make it into a “garden city”. The creation of such vast green areas would not have been possible
if not for the generosity of industrialists of that time, born and raised in Szczecin, who spared no
expense in embellishing the city with park complexes. One of the best-known entrepreneurs is
Johannes Quistorp. The combination of woods and forest with blue water makes Szczecin the perfect
place for leisurely relaxation and active weekends.

Figure 12. Szczecin from the water side / © Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia
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Figure 13. Szczecin’s greenery 1 / © Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia

Figure 14. Szczecin’s greenery 2 / © Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia
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The local tourism office works closely together with 58 guides in Szczecin and its region. 34 of them
have foreign language skills (English, German, Russian, Polish, French). Missing languages are Italian,
Dutch, Danish, Portuguese, Chinese. The guides are between 40 and 75 years old. Most of them are
freelancer, students or pensioners. Motivation to be a guide are 1) Genuine interest in the city and its
history 2) Passion / hobby showing guests the city - ambassadors of the city 3) material reasons - further
income. There are currently enough guides, we are missing guides with good foreign language skills
and entertainer - storyteller.

Figure 15. Szczecin tour guides / © Żegluga Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia

SZCZECIN
Number of city/ tour guides available

Available on duty -56

Number of guides with foreign
language
skills
(languages
available (+), missing (-))

19- German, 15- English. Some speak also Russian (especially
older ones). Lack of Scandinavian languages (only one guide
currently knows Swedish), some fluency issues with German or
English can be present with guides that work mostly with Polish
groups. It’s often hard to find a guide, who speaks French,
Italian, Swedish or Danish.

Age of guides, average age

30-60 years

Professional
characteristics

Pensioners, freelancer, students (most of them have another
job)

background/
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Motivation to be a guide
Salaries (2020)

Genuine interest in the city and its history; ambassadors - they
like to meet people
City guides -ca. 20-35€/hour (if there is a one or half-day
guiding)
Regional guides - ca. 40-80€/day (in case of 25 days trips)

Table 9. Szczecin tour guides - characteristics / Source: Tourism Office Szczecin, Poland

2019
Tourist Arrivals

1 800 000 in total, 70% from Germany- 30% from other
countries

Overnights

2 700 000 in total

Cruise guests 2019

4 arrivals of cruise ships, 120 arrivals of river cruise ships, 13
000 passengers

Table 10. Szczecin selected key touristic figures 2019 / Source: Tourism Office Szczecin, Poland

Responsibilities and institutional framework: recruiting, scope of guide education
and certification
The Association of West Pomeranian Pilots and Guides and West Pomeranian Tourism Development
Agency in Szczecin are the main players when it comes to guide education. During last two years - the
city guide courses were organized on average twice a year, the regional guides' courses on average
once a year. However, the offer is not regular and depending on project regulations. The application
for a new course works by word of mouth, on-line and newspaper advertisements. Interested persons
must contact the association to get listed for future course.
The training consists of a theoretical and a practical part (various guided tours in different regions led
by the association). The training covers 192 hours- 104 hours of stationary classes on weekends and 88
hours of fieldwork. The theoretical part includes the following topics:






History and present- Szczecin and West Pomeranian
Guiding skills: Leading groups successfully - what should be considered?
Rhetoric, communication and presentation skills
First aid education
Planning and presentation of your own guide tour

In preparation of the education programme guides receive literature recommendations for self-study.
The course is completed with an exam (controlled guided tours observed by the management of the
association & Tourist Office). The course is financed by the EU funds (90%).
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Current and future challenges regarding guides / cruise guides
The guide-recruitment process should take into account the following aspects:










narrative skills among all guide-candidates (after preliminary classification),
ability to work with people
motivation and skills related to social predispositions of future guide,
pressing to language learning and adopting it to practical communicating (especially in
relation to city interpretation and its unique, individual narrative),
adaptation of the training program in order to acquire skills in building the identity of the place
and presenting its heritage – based on its unique, individual features;
ability to build an offer (tourist product) based on business and cultural relations between the
tourist, place and guide;
the guide should notice the benefits (also the business ones) associated with promoting the
city and presenting its values;
the guide training program should include skills to adapt the guiding narrative to the nature,
type and cultural environment of the tourist (client);
developing the creativity of future guides;

Current training programs have no (or too small) emphasis on storytelling and the ability to proper
interpretation of places. The guiding-courses run by various types of organizations are mainly aimed at
giving the guide license to the largest possible group of people. However, after the course, such people
are left alone - there is a lack of training and skills improvement workshops.
In Szczecin the job as cruise guide is only a seasonal job and not as attractive as a regular job. Mostly
during the weekend and summer/ holiday season.
The outcome of training is rather low – as in the long run only 5-10% of trained persons working as a
guide due to seasonality and low pay.

How does the organisation deal with peaks?
High season starts in May and ends in September. We have longer opening hours during peaks. In case
that we do not have enough guides – we search guides in other destinations, such cases are not too
much.
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2.5. Guide education in Karlskrona, Sweden
Welcome to the World Heritage City & Cruise Destination of Karlskrona
In the year of the Lord 1680, the city of Karlskrona was founded, on direct orders from the Swedish
King at that time - Karl XI. The main purpose then was to have an ice-free harbour for the Swedish Navy
and still today after more than 340 years the main base is located her.
Karlskrona is the county seat in the Region of Blekinge and has approximately 67 000 inhabitants. The
city is located on the south eastern coast of Sweden and is most famous for its large and beautiful
archipelago (more than 1600 Islands, skerries and Islets), well-preserved 17- and 18-Century
architecture and its military features. The two last mentioned where the main reasons why UNESCO in
1998 decided to make Karlskrona a World Heritage City.
The area attracts people from all over the globe, both for visits or for work or/and studies at some of
the higher educations that are available in the region. Except for the unique culture experience of a
World Heritage our visitors mainly are attracted by the outdoor activities that is offered in "The Garden
of Sweden", on water, by the coastline and in the beautiful nature surrounding Karlskrona. The short
distances between the different sights/activities is also one of the USP that attracts our guests - Go
hiking in the morning, have lunch in the vibrating city and experience the World Heritage at sea in the
afternoon.
Karlskrona have one of Sweden´s largest ferry connections, Stena Line to Gdynia/Gdansk in the
Pomorskie Region with 46 departures/week (2019) and a large number of freight and leisure travellers.
Since 20 years, Karlskrona has made a political decision that Cruise is a prioritized issue and invests
time, staff and money to attract more ships to the City. Cruise destination Karlskrona 12 is a member of
the Cruise Europe13 and Cruise Baltic14 organizations. A Cruise work group with representatives from
the City administration, City Harbour and the Tourism department is working with the progress. During
the project JOHANN a local Cruise Network was started.
Compared to some of the other partner destinations we are a very small Cruise destination with only
5-20 calls per year but we see an increasing interest from Cruise companies who are looking for calm,
secure and secluded destinations to be able to offer their passengers something "new" and unique.
Top attractions in Karlskrona: The Naval museum (Marinmuseum), The Fortress of Kungsholmen, The
Citadel of Drottningskär, The Old Naval Shipyard, Brändaholm allotment garden area and Kristianopel
- the medieval village on the old border between Sweden and Denmark.

12

http://www.visitkarlskrona.se/en/cruise
https://www.cruiseeurope.com/destinations/karlskrona/
14
https://www.cruisebaltic.com/destinations/sweden/karlskrona
13
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Figure 16. Karlskrona aerial view with cruise info/ © Visit Karlskrona

Figure 17. Cruise welcoming at Tender port/ © Visit Karlskrona

Guide education in Karlskrona
The local Tourism Office (Visit Karlskrona - Karlskrona Turistbyrå) is the main employer for guides in
the region. We have approximately 30 certified guides that are active, 20 of them on a regular basis.
There are also 2 small guide companies arranging tours in the area with about 5 guides in total that we
cooperate with. Al of our guides have foreign language skills (English, German, Dutch, French and
Polish). We would like to have some Spanish talking guides but mainly we need to recruit more guides
with German and Polish skills.
60% of our guides are pensioners and the rest is in their 40s. The average age would be round 60 years.
They all have a "on demand" employment with the tourism office. This means that they are employed
only while doing the guided tours. All of the younger guides have other day jobs and is only available
during
periods
when
they
do
not
attend
their
ordinary
job.
The main motivation to be a guide in Karlskrona is a true interest and great pride in the city and our
unique history. They are interested in hosting and greeting people in a genuine way and sharing their
own knowledge. Earning some money while doing so is of course also a motivation. Almost all of the
guides also work as cruise guides during cruise visits. We are in a critical situation with a huge need to
recruit new guides with good qualifications in storytelling and with German and Polish language skills.
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KARLSKRONA
Number of city/ tour guides
available

30 active (20 on regular basis)

Number of guides with
foreign
language
skills
(languages available (+),
missing (-))

30

Age of guides, average age

Tourist Office guides: 35-85 years, average age 60 years

+ English, French, Polish, Dutch, German
- Spanish, German, Polish

Private tour operators: 50 years
Professional
background/
characteristics

50% of the guides are former military officers. The rest have higher
education within different fields but have all worked with some kind
of service before. 60% of our guides are now retired.

Motivation to be a guide

True interest and pride in the city and its history. Ambassadors;
Interested in people and wanting to share their knowledge with them.
Income reasons (extra money)

Salaries (2020)

•

14-20 EUR/h Guiding in Swedish (Depending on Certification
and years of experience)

•

4-5 EUR/h Language supplement (when guiding in other
languages than Swedish)

•

15 EUR/tour start up supplement (to cover parking/travel)
Table 11. Guide education in Karlskrona, Sweden

2019 (no nationality statistics available)
Tourist Arrivals

675 349 (12 197 attended guided tours)

Overnights

224 263 (all time high in Karlskrona)

Cruise guests 2019

Only 2 arrivals of Cruise ships (749 guests)

Table 12. Key tourism information - Karlskrona, Sweden / Source: SCB statistics Sweden/ Visit Karlskrona
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Figure 18. Guided City Walk Karlskrona / © Visit Karlskrona

Responsibilities and institutional framework: recruiting, scope of guide education
and certification
Karlskrona Tourism board (Karlskrona Municipality) is the main player when it comes to guide
education. For the past 20 years guide training programs have been offered every second year with
some few exceptions. This education is in cooperation with The Culture & Leisure department of
Karlskrona Municipality, The Swedish Navy (Stakeholder of more than half of the World Heritage
objects in Karlskrona), The Naval Museum, The Regional Museum (Blekinge Museum) and some of the
other sights.
We have a steady increasing demand for guided tours and therefore a need to expand the number of
guides. The most critical need right now is to find guides that speak German and Polish to meet the
requests
from
those
markets.
Recruitment is made through advertising in SOME (Social media), advertising at Arbetsförmedlingen
(Swedish National employment office) and "mouth to mouth". In order to be admitted to the course,
participants must meet the following criteria:



They speak Swedish and English fluidly. (Plus If the also speak German, Polish, Spanish)
Must be 18+

(During the education there are several tasks/tests that the participants have to pass to become
certified) Even if you pass the certification you are not guaranteed employment. It Is a question of
demand and suitability. Prior years we have had a guide course with around 20 lectures/training
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occasions during the winter season - evenings and a few Saturdays. (Every second year with some few
exceptions).
Lectures:
 Local history: past-present-future. Stories, myths & facts, buildings, people, the founding of
the City etc.
 Communication- and presentation technique, Storytelling
 International and European history - How is Karlskrona connected with the rest of the world?
 World Heritage - History, balance between development, preservation and maintenance. The
World Heritage as a business opportunity. Facts about UNESCO, World Heritage in the world,
Sweden and especially Karlskrona
 Blekinge Archipelago - Biosphere area UNESCO
 Lectures with representatives from the Municipality, The County administrative board,
experts within different fields (cruise market for example).
 Security review with the Naval Base Karlskrona
 Language education (planned for the future - previous years we have had simple language
education with special focus on fact/technical terms relevant for tours)
Practical:
 Study visits at major sights.
 Attending several tours with qualified guides - "Learn from others"
 First aid education
 Individual and group assignments. Written - video - live presentations
 "Make your own tour" - planning and delivery. This is the final exam.

Figure 19. Practical training guide education - Karlskrona, Sweden
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Figure 20. World Heritage Guide certificate Karlskrona, Sweden

The motivation of persons attending the course is mainly a genuine interest in the city and its history.
Proudness of the hometown. They also enjoy meeting other people and hosting them as ambassadors.
For the pensioners - wanting to do something meaningful after they retire.
In Karlskrona working as a guide is not a full time job, even in the high season. This is something you
do as supplement to your ordinary job or if you are a pensioner. Approx. 60% of the participants that
attend the guide course work as a guide for at least two seasons after finishing the course. Guides
leaving after that depends on different issues, younger guides move/change work/get children, the
older mainly due to physical issues.
Every year during the winter season Visit Karlskrona offers follow-up trainings and meetings
continuously for all certified guides.
Visit Karlskrona/Karlskrona Municipality finances the main part of costs for the guide education. The
Cooperation partners usually sponsor with their parts. The guide education is free of charge for
participants.
Lessons learned from former trainings is that it is better to do a shorter version and have
supplementary training a few times every year for information and inspiration within new topics. In
this way we can attract also the younger generation - they will not be overwhelmed with the studies.
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Current and future challenges regarding guides/cruise guides
There are several challenges to meet the demands. Find interested people with the skills we are
searching for, to keep them up to date and interested even if not working fulltime.
Language skills - German is not a popular language to study in Sweden so we have a lack of people who
speak German. And the German guest do not speak English. Polish is a bit easier since we have a lot of
Polish
born
people
living
in
the
area.

How does the organisation deal with peaks?
The high season in Karlskrona starts in May and ends in September. Peak is approx. 6 weeks. Week 2631. Longer opening hours and 10 extra persons recruited for work at the Tourist Office during the
summer. One extra Tourist Office in the City harbor.
During peaks concerning guide tours/cruise visits, we engage extra staff and extra guides, in case that
we do not have enough guides – we “borrow” guides from other destinations close by or arrange a
quick “introduction/education” for new guides to be able to meet the requests.
We are quite good at adapting the situation – important to be flexible and use the resources we have
in the right way! We plan our season and the peaks connected to Cruise calls and other events as early
as possible in the year to meet up with the needs. Cruise calls go prior to any other tour (regular or
booked) if needed.
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2.6. Guide education in Klaipeda, Lithuania
Destination Lithuania!
The Republic of Lithuania (Lithuanian: Lietuvos Respublika), is a country in the Baltic region of Europe.
Lithuania is one of the Baltic states. Situated on the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea, to the southeast
of Sweden and Denmark, Lithuania is bordered by Latvia to the north, Belarus to the east and
south, Poland to the south, and Kaliningrad Oblast (a Russian exclave) to the southwest. Lithuania has
an estimated population of 2.8 million people as of 2019. The capital and largest city is Vilnius and
other major cities are Kaunas and Klaipeda. Lithuanians are Balts. The official language, Lithuanian, is
one of only two living languages in the Baltic branch of the Indo-European language family, the other
being Latvian15.

Figure 21. Lithuania location / Source:
Wikipedia

Figure 22. Klaipeda ancient harbor / Source: Wikipedia

Klaipeda16 (Lithuanian pronunciation: [ˈkɫɐɪˑpʲeːdɐ], German: Memel, Polish: Klaipeda, Samogitian:
Klaipeda) is a city in Lithuania on the Baltic Sea coast. It is the third largest city in Lithuania and the
capital of Klaipeda County.
The city has a complex recorded history, partially due to the combined regional importance of the
usually ice-free Port of Klaipeda at the mouth of the Akmena-Danė River. It was controlled by
successive German states until the 1919 Treaty of Versailles. As a result of the 1923 Klaipeda Revolt it
was annexed by Lithuania and has remained with Lithuania to this day, except between 1939 and 1945
when it returned to Germany following the 1939 German ultimatum to Lithuania and Molotov–
Ribbentrop Pact (between Germany and the Soviet Union).
The population has shrunk from the city to its suburbs and the hinterland. The number of inhabitants
of Klaipeda city shrank from 207,100 in 1992 to 157,350 in 2014but the urban zone of Klaipeda
expanded well into the suburbs, which sprang up around the city and surrounded it from three sides.
These are well integrated with the city (city bus lines, city water supply, etc.) and the majority of
inhabitants of these suburbs work in Klaipeda. According to statistics of Klaipeda territorial health
insurance fund, there are 233,311 permanent inhabitants (as of 2019) in Klaipeda city and Klaipeda
district municipalities combined. Popular seaside resorts found close to Klaipeda are Nida to the south
on the Curonian Spit and Palanga to the north.

15
16

Lithuania - Wikipedia
Klaipėda - Wikipedia
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Klaipeda guests and guides
According to LT Department of statistics, in 2019 Klaipeda visited 250013 guests. Popular MuseumAquarium visited 800 thousand people, Klaipeda Tourism and culture information centre (KTCIC)
visited more as 100 thousand guests. In 2019 year, Klaipeda visited 51 cruise ships and arrived 68
thousand city guests. In 2020-year COVID-19 pandemic leave Klaipeda without any cruise ship visit.

Figure 23. Klaipeda cruise terminal and tour guide / © Klaipeda Tourism and culture information centre

In the list of KTCIC - Klaipeda Tourism and Culture Information Centre, there are more as 200 guides.
They are around 40 years’ age, high educated, because guide certificate is giving to only people with
high education. They are motivated to work as guides mainly by opportunity to gain additional salary
near ground job, possibility perfectly present own country, to communicate with city guests. Lithuanian
guides are spoken by the Lithuanian, Russian, English, French, Italian, Spain languages. In Klaipeda
region is lack of guides with Chinese, Japan, Polish, Scandinavian languages. The supply and demand
for guides is estimate according to number of arriving guests, their countries, etc. Average salary of
guides in Lithuanian language is about 60 euro/hour, foreign languages – 65 euro/hour.

Responsibilities and Institutional framework, scope of guide education and
certification
Guide certificate is giving by state's consumer right protection service. Financial responsibility is settled
according to requirements of The State Social Insurance Fund Board and Tax inspectorate. Guide
learning programme is confirmed by Ministry of the Economy and Innovation of the Republic of
Lithuania. Guide courses (254 academic hours) consist of 70% of theoretic, 30% practical lessons and
exam.
In Klaipeda region guide training is implementing by KTCIC, who give certificate too. Tourism
departments are in Klaipeda University, Klaipeda State University of applied sciences and Lithuania
business university of applied sciences. Ground requirements for guides - high education and perfect
Lithuanian language skills.
Learning courses are arranging once per year from October till May, 3 times per week. Courses are
implementing at theoretic (in auditorium rooms) and practical (excursions, practical meetings with
professionals, mentors, pilot excursion, etc.) levels. Guides pays they-selves. KTCIC is working with
guides in all Klaipeda region and cooperating with guides from all Lithuania. Guide as individually
working business subjects can and are working in all countries, including Baltic States: Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia.
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Figure 24. Invitation to guide sources and sample of guide certificate / © – Klaipeda Tourism and culture
information centre

Average 20% course absolvents start work by guides at the same time and are working intensively.
Others are working very fragmental, e.g. have few excursions per month/year up to their possibilities
to coordinate with direct job or according to special orders. Lessons learned from trainings shows, that
more attention is needed to practical works and methodology of organisation and implementation of
excursions (working out a marsh route, content, presentation, work with visiting objects, etc.).

Current and future challenges regarding guides/ cruise guides
Significant challenges regarding recruiting of guides are not stable market, online courses for guides,
popularisation of guide's work, attractiveness, motivation to create exclusive/individual marsh routes,
guide’s competence, ability to work with group of people, etc. On peaks, if we can not to find a guide
in region, we are searching in overall Lithuania. However, such cases are not too much.
Welcome to Klaipeda!
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3. Identifying skills,
competencies and
requirements of
tour guides
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3.1. Introduction to the chapter
As a starting point for identifying the competencies and skills that the tour guide position demands,
and aiming to set the foundations for developing a professional training program, an online survey was
carried out among practitioners and experts during June 2020, especially in the partner countries. The
purpose of the survey was to establish such skills, competencies and requirements, based on the
insights of those who perform the activities of a tour guide on a regular basis. In the same manner,
participants were asked to assess the skills and competencies of their new colleagues or new staff in
general, seeking to identify current strengths and gaps in tour guide education.
The insights from professionals in the field as examined in this study, together with the expertise of
the project partners and the continuous exchange with experts and institutions, allow us to establish a
set of core competencies to include in the professional education program for tour guides. This chapter
provides a general overview of the research methodology, the obtained data and the relevant findings
of the study.

3.2. Research design
An online survey was carried out among tour guides and experts in the field with the coordination of
the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund. A questionnaire was developed with the support of all
project partners, seeking to identify the most relevant educational areas for tour guides. The
questionnaire was initially available in English (see appendix 3) and was subsequently translated into
four additional languages by the corresponding partners: German, Swedish, Polish and Lithuanian. An
access link was generated for each language.
The survey addressed persons who currently work as tour guides or are closely related to this position,
particularly in the South Baltic Sea region, however, participants from other regions were also
welcome. The partners undertook the distribution of the access links among their professional
contacts. The technical implementation and subsequent evaluation of the survey has been managed
by the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund.
The relevance of this research lies in the need to establish a conceptual framework for the development
of a professional training program for tour guides in the South Baltic Sea area. In spite of the practical
and theoretical expertise of the project partners in the field of tourism and tour guiding, the insights
of practitioners are considered as very valuable, not only to establish the core competencies and skills
necessary for the successful performance of the job, but also as a way to identify possible gaps existing
between the reality of the market and the contents of current training programs in the region. Bearing
in mind the continuously increasing importance of digital tools in didactics and considering that these
are essential components of the qualification programs developed within JOHANNA, this study also
aimed to evaluate the experience (if existing) of the participants with e-learning tools, their satisfaction
and willingness to adapt such methods.

3.3. Methodology
The survey took place online between June 2nd, 2020 (GMT+2) and June 21st, 2020 (GMT+2), and was
implemented by means of the software QuestorPro, provided by the University of Applied Sciences
Stralsund. Five access links were generated - corresponding to the five available languages, and
distributed by the partners to the contacts included in a distribution list. Participants were also invited
to share the link with their colleagues and further suitable contacts in the sector, to generate a socalled "snowball effect" and address as many tour guides as possible.
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3.4. Structure of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed to gather information from the participants around seven main issues:
general information, destination, stakeholder management, personal skills, business operations,
language skills and didactics. The following were the aims of the questionnaire in each section:













General information. To gather basic information about the participants, their
occupation, experience on the field and current employer.
Dimension 1: Destination. Participants were asked to determine the relevance (as high,
medium or low) of a set 6 of aspects for the successful exercise of the job as tour guide,
regarding knowledge of the destination. In the same manner, they were asked to assess the
skills, abilities and competencies of current applicants or new colleagues in these same
aspects.
Dimension 2: Stakeholder management. Participants were asked to determine the
relevance (as high, medium or low) of a set of 7 aspects for the successful exercise of the job
as tour guide, regarding relationship management and networking with stakeholders in the
destination. In the same manner they were asked to assess the skills, abilities and
competencies of current applicants or new colleagues in these same aspects.
Dimension 3: Personal skills. Participants were asked to determine the relevance (as
high, medium or low) of a set of 13 aspects for the successful exercise of the job as tour guide,
regarding the personal skills and requirements to perform the usual tasks of this position. In
the same manner they were asked to assess the skills, abilities and competencies of current
applicants or new colleagues in these same aspects.
Dimension 4: Business operations. Participants were asked to determine the relevance
(as high, medium or low) of a set of 8 aspects for the successful exercise of the job as tour
guide, regarding the knowledge of the tourism business in general and its operation. The
insights of this section are particularly relevant for those who work as self-employed or
independent tour guides. In the same manner they were asked to assess the skills, abilities
and competencies of current applicants or new colleagues in these same aspects.
Language skills. Participants were asked to choose the three most important languages besides from the local one, for the successful performance as tour guide in their region. As
well, they were invited to rate the relevance of the chosen languages as high, medium and
low.
Didactics. This section intended to determine the willingness of the participants to use elearning tools, based on their computer skills, their level of expertise and satisfaction with
such tools.

3.5. Findings
It is important to mention that the purpose of the study was mainly to gather insights from
professionals and experts in the area of tour guiding, rather than to conduct a representative research
of the industry or the labor market. Taking this into account, as well as some constraints of the data
collected of which we are aware (e.g. size of the sample, response rate, i.a.), this study does not intend
to portray a representation of the entirety of tour guides in the South Baltic area nor Europe, but
instead to present an indicative picture of the skills, competences and requirements of tour guides
based on the answers of 43 professionals. These insights are useful for JOHANNA's partners to identify
current challenges and qualification gaps, which can be addressed in the development of the
professional training program for tour guides. This section presents the central results of each segment
of the questionnaire. Detailed figures and tables are available in the annex, as indicated in each case.
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To analyze the information in sections 2 to 5 of the questionnaire regarding the four dimensions, a
score was assigned to each of the parameters of the suggested scale (-1 low, 0 medium, 1 high) and
the mean of each individual aspect was calculated, from which the relevance and assessment
coefficients were obtained. The general mean of each dimension was determined and after calculating
the deviations of each individual aspect from it, the corresponding rankings were generated. This
section presents the central results of each segment of the questionnaire.

Participation in the survey
As indicated early, project partners elaborated jointly a contact list and distributed the access links
directly to their colleagues and professional contacts. Additionally, these contacts were encouraged to
share the link with further colleagues to achieve a greater participation. Altogether, 62 participants
took part on the survey, however not all of them actually completed it. Seeking to ensure a certain
validity of the information, questionnaires with at least 95% of the amount of questions answered were
considered for analysis, resulting a total of 43 surveys.

Characterization of the participants
This section presents the main findings of the questions 1.1. to 1.6., which aimed to gather basic
information about the respondents, their current activity and work experience. The following can be
inferred from the obtained data:







The majority of the respondents were located in Poland (51%). The survey was also filled out
by participants from Sweden (28%), Germany (19%) and other countries (2%).
Specifically, the city with the largest number of participants was Szczecin, Poland (39,5%)
followed by Karlskrona, Sweden (26%) and Wismar, Germany (19%).
Most of the respondents were employed at a tourism department or a local tourism office
(39,5%) or were self-employed (33%).
The vast majority of participants (91%) estimated that only 10% or less the usual guests of
their organizations come from cruise ships.
About half of the respondents (49%) indicated more than 10 years of experience in the field
of tour guiding.
Regarding the average amount of hours per week during the high season: 35% of the
participants work less than 10 hours, while 23% between 20 and 40 hours, and 23% work more
than 40 hours.

Dimension 1: Destination
Six aspects were asked in this section of the questionnaire. The following findings were made:




Participants consider that the knowledge of: (1) local attractions and sites of interest and (2)
historical aspects, are the two most relevant characteristics for the exercise of the job as tour
guide in the area of destination. In a similar way, they assess these two as the fields in which
new colleagues are best prepared.
Respondents consider that the knowledge of: (5) economic aspects and (6) accommodation
facilities, their services and availability are the least relevant aspects in the field of destination
for the exercise of the job as tour guide. Likewise, they indicated these two as the areas in
which new colleagues are least prepared.

The full ranking of this section's aspects can be seen on appendix 4.
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Dimension 2: Stakeholder management
Seven aspects were included in this part of the survey. Following inferences can be made from the
obtained information:
 Participants consider that fostering relationships, cooperation and effective communication
with: (1) local tourism authorities/tourism office and (2) other tour guides and other tourguide companies are highly relevant for tour guides. Similarly, they indicate that new
colleagues are best prepared for managing relationships with these two stakeholders.
 Respondents consider that fostering relationships, cooperation and effective communication
with: (6) cruise lines and (7) ports and port agents are the least relevant for the exercise of the
job as tour guide. In the same way, these two aspects were assessed as those in which new
colleagues are least prepared.
The full ranking of aspects in the area of stakeholder management can be seen on appendix 5.

Dimension 3: Personal skills
Thirteen aspects were examined in this section of the questionnaire. The following can be interpreted
from the analysis of the available data:




Participants consider that (1) presentation skills and (2) the ability to work effectively without
supervision are the most important personal skills for being a tour guide. Moreover, (1)
presentation skills and (2) the ability to improvise are the areas in which new colleagues are
better prepared.
The participants indicate that (12) affinity for technology interaction and (13) physical fitness
are the least relevant personal skills from the set included in the questionnaire. Teamwork
(12) and physical fitness (13) are considered as the areas in which new colleagues are less
prepared.

The full ranking of personal skills can be found on appendix 6.

Dimension 4: Business operations
Eight aspects were asked in this segment. The following can be inferred after analyzing the obtained
results:




The respondents consider that: (1) travel itinerary planning and (2) health and safety
management are highly relevant for the successful exercise of the job as tour guide. Similarly,
they indicate that in the fields of (1) travel itinerary planning and (2) general knowledge of the
tourism business is where new colleagues or applicants are better prepared.
Participants consider that (7) knowledge and abilities in sales and (8) handling with specialized
software are the least relevant aspects in the field of business operations. They classify: (7)
knowledge of relevant laws and regulations and (8) handling with specialized software as the
areas in which new colleagues or applicants are less prepared.

The full ranking of aspects included in the dimension of business operations can be found on appendix
7.
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Language skills
As mentioned in a previous section, participants were asked in this part of the questionnaire to choose
from a list of 11 languages, the most relevant ones for the performance as tour guide in the region and
classify their relevance as high, medium and low. After the analysis of the responses, the following
table of classification was obtained:

HIGH RELEVANCE
MEDIUM RELEVANCE

LOW RELEVANCE

1. English
2. German
3. Polish
4. Danish
5. Swedish
6. Portuguese
7. Dutch
8. Spanish
9. Italian
10. French
11. Norwegian

Table 13. Relevance of languages for tour guiding in the South Baltic region

Didactics
This segment includes the results of the questions 7.1. to 7.4. which were focused on determining the
willingness and openness of the respondents to use e-learning tools, based on their skills, expertise
and satisfaction with digital learning in general. The following information was collected:





It could be said that the vast majority of respondents have developed computer skills: 51% of
them qualify their skills as high and 44% as medium.
60% of the participants indicated to have medium expertise with e-learning tools.
Regarding the participants' satisfaction with their e-learning experience (if existing), 67% of
them rated it as medium and 23% as high.
Nonetheless, 47% of the participants indicated a high willingness to adapt e-learning and 44%
a medium willingness.

3.6. Discussion
When evaluating the considered dimensions for the successful performance of the job as tour guide,
the answers of the participants show a general positive trend (scores equal or greater than zero). In
other words, none of the four dimensions (destination, stakeholder management, personal skills,
business operations) was considered as irrelevant by the respondents. However, after further analysis
of the data, certain differences in the overall assessment of the different dimensions can be identified.
Figure 25 illustrates the ranking of relevance:
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Figure 25. Ranking of relevant dimensions for performing the job as tour guide

On the other hand, concerning the assessment of the abilities of new colleagues or applicants for the
position of tour guide, a similar positive trend can be evidenced. This means, respondents consider
that new colleagues are usually well prepared in the four included dimensions, however, to different
extents. Figure 26 presents the ranking of scores obtained by each dimension in this case:

Figure 26. Assessment of the abilities of new colleagues or applicants to the position of tour guide - Ranking
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Moreover, after performing a more detailed examination of the available information, a classification
of the most and least relevant individual aspects for being a tour guide was elaborated, based on the
answers of the participants and from the 34 aspects included in the 4 analyzed dimensions. Table 14
shows an excerpt of the classification, presenting the 5 most relevant and the 5 least relevant individual
aspects. The complete ranking can be found in appendix 8.
HIGHEST RELEVANCE

LOWEST RELEVANCE

1

Knowledge of the local attractions and
sites of interest (Destination)

30

2

Presentation skills (Personal skills)

31

3

Ability to work effectively without
supervision (Personal skills)

32

4

Ability to improvise (Personal skills)

33

5

Knowledge of historical aspects
(Destination)

34

Fostering relationships, cooperation and
effective communication with cruise lines
(Stakeholder management)
Knowledge of accommodation facilities in
the city, their services and availability
(Destination)
Knowledge and abilities in sales (Business
operations)
Fostering relationships, cooperation and
effective communication with ports and
ports agents (Stakeholder management)
Handling with specialized software
(Business operations)

Table 14. Relevant aspects for the exercise of the job as tour guide - Highest and lowest ranking

A similar approach was taken with the assessment of the abilities of new colleagues and applicants for
the position of tour guide, by classifying the individual aspects from highest to lowest, according to the
responses of the participants. Table 15 presents a part of the ranking that includes the 5 abilities in
which new colleagues are considered to be highly prepared and the 5 abilities in which they are
considered to be lowly prepared. The complete ranking is available on annex 9.
HIGHEST ASSESMENT OF ABILITIES

LOWEST ASSESMENT OF ABILITIES

1

Presentation skills (Personal skills)

30

2

Ability to improvise (Personal skills)

31

3

Flexibility and adaptability (Personal skills)

32

4

Service orientation (Personal skills)

33

5

Time management (Personal skills)

34

Knowledge of relevant laws and regulations
(Business operations)
Handling with specialized software
(Business operations)
Knowledge of accommodation facilities in
the city, their services and availability
(Destination)
Fostering relationships, cooperation and
effective communication with cruise lines
(Stakeholder management)
Fostering relationships, cooperation and
effective communication with ports and
ports agents (Stakeholder management)

Table 15. Assessment of the abilities of new colleagues or applicants (tour guides) - Highest and lowest ranking

As mentioned earlier, one of the main goals of the study was to determine the gap between the
relevance of a certain dimension for the successful performance the job as tour guide and the extent
to which, new colleagues are instructed in such dimensions, based on the assessment of practitioners.
This was achieved by establishing the difference between the relevance and the assessment
coefficients. It could be noted that there are gaps in all the considered dimensions, that these gaps are
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rather small (scores between 0,054 and 0,092) and quite similar one another.
Considering that there is no significant difference among the gaps, a classification of the dimensions
was established under consideration of the relevance of each dimension for performing the job (Figure
27). In simpler terms: there are small gaps in all dimensions, they are very similar to each other,
however the importance of each dimension for the performance of the job is different, so this is what
determines the prioritization of one dimension or another in tour guide education. In practical terms
for the development of the tour guide qualification program, the dimensions with higher scores are
those where a larger gap is evident and therefore, where more emphasis should be placed.

Figure 27. Gap between the relevance of a dimension for performing the job as tour guide and its
assessment on the abilities of applicants/new colleagues

3.7. Conclusions of the chapter
Despite given constraints of the study, it shows an interesting view of the perceptions of practitioners
and experts about the key requirements of the position and their assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of guide education, as reflected in the performance of new colleagues. The survey also
provided general and specific insights about educational areas and particular aspects in which the
qualification program should be focused. This allows us to set priorities and to develop a program that
truly responds to the current requirements and challenges of the market, and particularly, those of the
South Baltic region.
Furthermore, the findings of this study suggest a great opportunity for the development of e-learning
tools and digital material in guide education, based on the evident openness to new technology of the
participants and their willingness to adopt such methods. Although the JOHANNA project from its
conception had contemplated the development of technology-based educational tools and contents,
this has gained even greater importance since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has
accelerated the global shift of educational and work activities from a face-to-face to a virtual
environment.
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4. Learning from
successful cruise
destinations outside
South Baltic
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4.1. Gotland, Sweden
Welcome to Gotland: The largest island of Sweden and one of the most loved cruise
destinations in the Baltic Sea
Gotland is the largest island of Sweden (2 994 m2), located approximately 100 km from Sweden’s main
land in the Baltic Sea. Together with the surrounding islands Fårå, Karlsöarna, Gotska Sandön,
Östergarnsholm and several other small islands this is the region of Gotland. There are about 60 000
inhabitants but in the summer this multiplies with more than 15. Gotland has since many years been a
famous and loved tourism destination and attracts visitors from all over the world, mainly during the
summer period.
For about 30 years, Gotland has also been a cruise destination. Lots of historical features and exciting
experiences together with great hospitality and the location of the destination makes Gotland a
favourite among cruise visitors and cruise companies. Region Gotland has started a cooperation with
Copenhagen Malmö Port (CMP), developing cruise-based tourism in the Baltic Sea and they build a new
cruise berth in Visby in 2018. The berth can receive large, modern cruise vessels in a safe and
convenient way17.
Gotland became Swedish 1645, after the peace in Brömsebro, the island had prior belonged to
Denmark together with the regions Blekinge, Skåne, Halland and parts of Bohuslän. The Hanseatic
Town of Visby is the largest town on the island and was in 1995 inscribed on UNESCO World Heritage
List with the motivation: "An extremely distinguished example of a Northern European walled
Hanseatic town".
Gotland is also famous for its rock formations - Rauks. These can be found on 25 places along the coast
on the island. The most famous is "Hoburgsgubben" (the Hoburgs man) that have the shape of a man’s
head. On the island, there are more than 100 medieval churches, 92 of them still in use. This makes
Gotland the region with most churches in the country.

Figure 28. Visby port Cruise berth/ © Cruise Gotland

17

www.cruisegotland.se/port-of-visby
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Figure 29. Rauks in sunset Gotland/ ©Cruise Gotland

Guide education on Gotland
Gotland Guide Association and two smaller guide companies are the main employers for guides in the
region. There are about 60 certified guides that are active, all of them on freelance basis and has to be
asked from time to time to take on assignments. More or less all of the guides have foreign language
skills (English, German). The German-speaking guides are a bit few and they need more of this. They
also need more guides with French and Spanish skills. 90% of the guides are pensioner and the average
age is 65+.
The main motivation to be a guide on Gotland is that they would like to learn more about the region
and also to be able to share this knowledge with others and be an ambassador for Gotland. There are
no specific cruise guides on Gotland and almost all of the guides are able to guide cruise guests. The
demand is growing on Gotland and since several of the guides are getting older they need to recruit
new ones. Covid-19 has also had an impact on this, many of the older guides are not comfortable with
guiding large groups and they are not coming back to work past pandemic.
GOTLAND
Number of city/ tour guides
available

60 active (working freelance and are being asked to take on
assignments)

Number of guides with
foreign
language
skills
(languages available (+),
missing (-))

55
+ English, Swedish, German
- Spanish, French, German
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Age of guides, average age

65+

Professional
background/
characteristics

Most of the guides have academic background; Many have been
working in administration or as teachers for many years. Almost 90%
of the guides are now retired from their ordinary work.

Motivation to be a guide

1. They want to get more general knowledge regarding Gotland
2. They want to share their knowledge and be ambassadors

Salaries (2020)

•

20-22 EUR/hour Swedish
22-25 EUR/hour other languages
Salary is depending on language skills and if the guide is
certified.
Table 16. Guide education in Gotland, Sweden

2019 (no nationality statistics available)
Tourist Arrivals

1 000 000

Cruise guests

102 000

Cruise calls

196

Table 17. Key tourism information - Gotland, Sweden / Source: SCB statistics Sweden/Cruise Gotland

Figure 30. Medieval week Gotland / © Turistbyrån Gotland
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Responsibilities and institutional framework: recruiting, scope of guide education
and certification
Guide education on Gotland is hold every winter. It is provided by Gotland Guide Association,
(https://gotlandsguideforening.se/ - homepage in Swedish) in cooperation with a local education
company. There are no specific recruitment routines, only mouth to mouth but they think they will
have to change this and make some efforts in their recruitment in the future to attract more guides
and specify their needs.
There are no special requirements to attend the course, only personal interest. During education, they
interact with companies hiring guides to show their skills. All attendants get a diploma after the course.
Anyone who has been working as a guide for one year can take part of the guide certification (that is a
separate event). This includes written exams as well as different guide assignments. The certification
is done in cooperation with several different stakeholders - Region Gotland, Gotland Tourism trade,
Gotland
Museum,
County
administration
among
others.
The cruise business is not a specific topic but the education is broad and they think that the things
tough
is
relevant
for
cruise
visitors
as
well
as
regular
groups.
Lectures:
 Local history - Visby and Gotland, buildings.
 "Gotland in numbers" and Historical epochs, Viking ages
 Guide technique, preparation of a guided tour (walk or bus tour)
 Countryside, forest and farming on Gotland
 Energy and sustainability
 CPR education
 Communication- and presentation technique, Storytelling
 Development of the churches during 100 years
 Battle tactics - Vikings vs. Saxons.
 Summary and lectures by local stakeholders
Practical:
 Field studies - study visits at major sights.
 Interaction with guide hiring companies to show their skills
 Training guide technics
 Join different guide tours, cruise tour
 Practical training
Certification (separate from guide education):
 Written exams
 Guide assignments

The participants of the guide-training course on Gotland pay part of the cost for the training. Different
stakeholders sponsor the rest of the costs.
Approximately 30-50% of the participants choose to work as a guide after the course.
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Figure 31. Practical training Guide education Gotland / © Gotlandsguideförening

Lessons learned from former trainings
The guide association is working with topping up an adding on for every course. Very important to have
actual information/Inspiration - to be on top of everything and offer relevant and inspiring meetings
and
seminars.

Current and future challenges regarding guides/cruise guides
Not knowing the demand is a problem since Gotland is a small region with limited people resources.
Finding people with the right language skills for example. Keeping up the interest of the guides, even
if
there
are
not
much
work
some
periods.

How does the organisation deal with peaks?
Peaks with cruise calls - they do not have any standards. Solving the season as it goes by contacting/
"chasing" guides for each call, sometimes it requires that they use guides that haven´t worked for some
years. However, since Gotland is an often-visited Cruise destination they usually know in good time
when the calls are coming in.
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4.2. Trondheim, Norway
Welcome to Trondheim - The royal capital of Norway
Trondheim was founded by Viking King Olav Trygvason in AD 997 and occupies a special place in
Norwegian history and culture. It was the nation’s first capital and is today the third largest city in
Norway with around 185 000 inhabitants.
Trondheim is surrounded by lovely forested hills, and the Nidelven River winds through the city. The
charming old streets at Bakklandet bring you back to architectural traditions and the atmosphere of
days gone by. It has been, and still is, a popular pilgrimage site, due to the famous Nidaros Cathedral
which is incorporated in the official European Cultural Routes on the same terms as Santiago de
Compostela in Spain. Trondheim is also an ecclesiastical centre, a regional capital, a centre for
commerce and administration – and, last but not least, a city of education and research.
In 2019, there were 1.1 Mio visitors in Trondheim. 170.000 visitors were foreign tourists, 149.246 of
them were cruise passengers (82 cruise calls). The German tourists dominate.
The Port of Trondheim facilities have designated quays for cruise ships: 3 + 1 tender.

Figure 32. Port of Trondheim, Norway / © Port of Trondheim
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Figure 33. Nidaros Cathedral in Trondheim, Norway / © Cruise Europe

Figure 34. Ethnic dance in Trondheim, Norway / © Cruise Europe
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Guide education in Trondheim
There are two organizations in Trondheim providing guide training:
 Hurtigruten guide service (went bankrupt 2020 due to corona, making reorganisation in
2021)
 Møre og Trøndelag Guideservice AS
Møre og Trøndelag Guide AS has been in existence for over 10 years and is headed by an Austrian /
German team. It is the leading guide company in the Molde region, with more than 100 guides in the
summer. The company provides their guides to large and small cruise ships such as Aida, Costa, MSC,
Phoenix, Hurtigruten and many external tour operators to bring the incomparable beauty of Norway’s
fjords and cities of their region to the passengers by bus or on foot.

TRONDHEIM
Hurtigruten Guide Service

Møre & Trøndelag Guideservice

Number of city/ tour guides
available

30 active

20 active (working freelance)

Foreign language skills

English, German, knowledge of
the Norwegian language is
compulsory

English and German fluently,
French, Italian or Spanish (C1 to
C2 level) in combination (B2 to
C2 level to EU standards)

Average age

50+

25+

Professional background

Most of the guides have
academic background

Most of them are students
Most international students,
some of them are EU- or non-EU
citizens and work in Norway
during high season in summer

Specific group of persons

Most pensioners

Motivation to be a guide

They want to share their
knowledge and be ambassadors

Salaries 2019

22 EUR/h

How do you estimate the
supply and demand for
guides?
What kind of guide training
programs were provided?
How are
financed?

the

courses

Which
organization
is
responsible to train guides?
Do participants acquire
certificate/degree
by
attendance of courses?

Extra income for students and
others
15-18 EUR/h depending on
number of foreign languages
(in high season, guides may have
several tours a day with different
nationalities)

Exchange from other destinations
160 h course (certified);
60 h light cruise course
Participants pay 150€;
light course is free (in order to
get more students)
Visit Trondheim
https://www.visittrondheim.no/
Yes

1 x informational event
1 x trainee sightseeing tour on
weekend, self-learning
Free

No
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What are the contents/
topics, is cruise business
relevant in this context?

 Local history and history of
Norway
 Culture,
 Guide
technique,
preparation of a guided tour
 Communicationand
presentation technique
 Time management
 First aid course

 Local history and history of
Norway
 Culture,
 Guide
technique,
preparation of a guided
tour
 Communicationand
presentation technique
 Time management
 Entertainment

 At least 18 years old
 representative,
always
friendly and sociable
 have successfully completed
the entire guide course

How
do
you
recruit
participants for the training?

Application via Visit Trondheim

 at least 21 years old
 representative,
always
friendly and sociable
 highly motivated and
flexible
 work permit, tax card and a
Norwegian bank account
 employees from the EU do
not need a special work
permit, but only have to
register with the relevant
authorities after their entry
 a mobile phone with a
Norwegian phone number
 have
successfully
completed the entire guide
course
Posters at the university, Social
Media

How often do you offer the
course?

Annually in spring

Annually, In the beginning /
middle of May

How many percent
trained guides work
guides?

60%

Only seasonal jobs for students

The Hurtigruten tours last only
2-3h, the input the guides get on
course is too excessive

The students are thrown in at
the deep end, there is no exam
after course, the quality of
guides is sometimes not
satisfactory.

Entry requirements

Are there any lessons
learned from former
trainings?

of
as

Table 18. Guide education in Trondheim, Norway

Current and future challenges regarding guides/cruise guides
Due to the corona situation, it will be difficult to implement the tours in the same time. More guides
will be needed, costs will increase.
The cruise lines exert pressure on shore agents trying to make the tours cost less, the shore agents do
the same with guides - this is the main problem.
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5. Conclusions
After continuous interaction and communication among the partner organizations of the JOHANNA
project, together with the individual analysis of each one of the participant regions, we have been able
to identify that beyond sharing a common historical background and touristic characteristics, the South
Baltic region is also currently facing similar challenges in the field of tour guide education. To put the
overall situation in perspective, the most relevant insights of the current state of play in guide
education have been summarized and are presented in figure 35 the form of a SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats).
In light of this, it is concluded on the importance and the necessity of developing a professional
qualification program for tour guides, which is built in the experience and knowledge of the single
partner regions and which allows to maintain unified quality standards in the whole South Baltic
Region. In the same way, considering the willingness of tour guides to adapt e-learning methods (as
indicated in the survey) and the current global constraints that the pandemic poses, the relevance of
offering a hybrid program that encompasses both digital and in-person learning is highlighted.
Considering the costs - in terms of time and financial resources that a training program represents for
the destinations, the relatively low rate of retention of participants after the training (at least for
several seasons) and the constant fluctuation of tour guides, a digital tool could be an ideal solution to
minimize these costs to a certain extent: its production would take place within the scope of the project
and it could be regularly updated according to the evolving trends of the market.
Likewise, this tool, whether educational videos, digital content or any kind of asynchronous material,
could contain cross-cutting issues that can be used by any of the partner destinations, for example, to
introduce their new participants to the area of tour guiding. Subsequently, this would be
complemented by specific contents of the destination, to be taught on-site in each case. Such an
approach could be useful as well, for example, during idle times in which on-site trainings are not
momentarily offered (e.g. during peak season or when there are not enough participants to start a
course).
In addition to this, it has become evident that there is a need to rethink the recruitment approach that
has been used so far in the partner destinations. On average, the now existing tour guides are at least
50 years old, and their availability in the upcoming seasons could become critical due to the risks of the
pandemic. At the same time, the destinations are facing challenges related to the language skills of
their available guides and their ability to go beyond the historical facts and showing the city in a more
dynamic way - from a storytelling approach. At this stage it is crucial for the partner destinations to
keep collaborating, to learn from each other and to be inspired from successful examples, in order to
develop recruitment strategies that address new target groups, explore new communication channels,
offer an interesting perspective for native speakers and in general, increase the attractiveness of the
job as tour guide.
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Strengths

 Each partner destination has its
own structure and its own
procedures to train their guides
in both theoretical and practical
aspects. These are formal and
structured process in each case.
 Each partner destination has
developed its own quality
standards and maintains these
by performing examinations
after the training.
 Existing guides are usually
motivated by their genuine
interest in the city and the desire
to be ambassadors of it.
 A synergy among private and
public entities to train and
guarantee availability of guides is
visible.

Weaknesses

Opportunities

 Bottlenecks in the availability of
professional guides with a wide
range
language
skills
are
evidenced
in
all
partner
destinations.

 To design recruitment strategies
to address new target groups / a
younger audience to become
tour guides.

 The average age of the available
tour guides is around 50 and
beyond - usually pensioners. It
would be beneficial to have a
greater variety of age groups in
this case.

 To include measures in the
recruitment
strategy
for
addressing native speakers of
the respective languages in
which bottlenecks have been
identified in each destination.

 The activity as tour guide is usually
a part-time or a freelance job,
which in certain circumstances can
be unattractive for recruitment
purposes or lead to shortages in
the availability of tour guides in
the high season.

 To
emphasize
in
the
development
and/or
strengthening of presentation
skills and storytelling in the
participants.
 To take advantage of the
willingness of existing tour
guides to adapt digital learning
methods and the current global
shift in this area.

 The retention of tour guides for
several seasons (or even for one
seasons) after the training is
challenging.

Threats

 In a post-pandemic setting,
existing tour guides may feel at
risk when guiding large groups or
even refuse to continue their
activities at all, considering the
age of the majority of tour guides
in the region.
 After the current crisis of the
tourism sector, forecasting
demand and therefore, staff
planning
can
be
quite
challenging.
 Uncertainty about the effective
implementation of qualification
programs for tour guides under
the current circumstances of
COVID-19.

Table 19. SWOT Analysis of the state of play of guide education in the South Baltic region
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Appendix 1. Guide education in Klaipeda, Lithuania - Approach
and research questions
Answers to questions composed by Strategic Self-Management Institute in cooperation with Klaipeda
Tourism and culture information centre (KTCIC).
Statistics/ Pool of guides

Klaipeda, LT, by KTICC

Number of guests/ tourists per year
(preferably 2019)

According to LT Department of statistics, in 2019
Klaipeda visited 250013 guests. Popular MuseumAquarium visited 800 thousand people, Klaipeda
Tourism and culture information centre (KTCIC) visited
more as 100 thousand guests.

Number of cruise guests per year
(preferably 2019)

In 2019 year, Klaipeda visited 51 cruise ships and
arrived 68 thousand city guests.

How many city and tour guides are
available? How many city and tour
guides are regularly on duty?

In the list of KTCIC are more as 200 guides.

Characteristics
Average age /specific age of guides

Around 40 years.

(professional) background of guides /
qualification – specific group of persons
(students, pensioners)

High education, guide certificate is giving o only people
with high education.

What is the participants motivation to
attend the course, guide training/ to
work as a guide?

Opportunity to gain additional salary near ground job,
possibility perfectly present own country, to
communicate with city guests.

Which languages are spoken by the
guides (which language skills are
missing or underrepresented?)

Lithuanian, Russian, English, French, Italian, Spain
languages. In Klaipeda region is lack of guides with
Chinese, Japan, Polish, Scandinavian languages.

How do you estimate the supply and
demand for guides?

According to number of arriving guests, their countries,
etc.

Salary of guides (per hour in EUR/
national currency – tour guides, city
guides)

In Lithuanian language – 60 euro/hour; foreign
languages – 65 euro/hour.

Responsibilities and institutional framework, scope of guide education, certification
Responsibilities, Institutional
framework:

Guide certificate is giving by State ‘s consumer right
protection service. Financial responsibility is settled
according to requirements of The State Social Insurance
Fund Board and Tax inspectorate.

What kind of guide training
programmes were/ are/ will be

Guide learning programme is confirmed by Ministry of
the Economy and Innovation of the Republic of
66

provided in your region? / Do you offer
guide trainings?

Lithuania.

Who /which organisation is responsible
in your region/ city to train guides?
(cities tourism center, Association of
Tourist Guides …)

In Klaipeda region guide training is implementing by
KTCIC, Klaipeda University, Klaipeda State University of
applied sciences.

How are the courses financed?

Guides pays they-selves.

Frequency of courses/ regular training?
Any follow-up trainings?

Once per year from October till May, ę ti3me per week,
254 academic hours (45 minutes) on theoretic and
practical training of guides.

How participants are recruited for the
training? How successful are these
measures?

Learning courses are implementing at theoretic (in
auditorium rooms) and practical (excursions, practical
meetings with professionals, mentors, pilot excursion,
etc.) levels.

Do any exchanges with other regions
exists or are planned (if yes, please
further describe)?

KTCIC is working with guides in all Klaipeda region and
cooperating with guides from all Lithuania. Guide as
individually working business subjects can and are
working in all countries, including Baltic States:
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia.

Scope of Guide Education &
Certification

Guide courses (254 academic hours), exams and
certificate given by State ‘s consumer right protection
service.

Are there any entry requirements? If
yes, which ones? (age, qualification,
professional experience)

High education and perfect Lithuanian language skills.

What are the contents/ topics- and is
cruise business relevant in this context?

Practical exercises.

How many hours of training are
included? How it is carried out (2day
program, ...)

Each participant of courses has 70% of theoretic and
30% practical lessons.

Do participants acquire certificate/
degree by attendance of courses? (e.g.
industry of commerce certificate or
similar)

Guide certificate is giving by State ‘s consumer right
protection service. They are receiving certificate on
termination of the course by KTCIC too.

Outcome of trainings
How many percent of trained guides
work as guides? Please give reasons for
that.

Average 20% course absolvents start work by guides at
the same time and are working intensively. Others are
working very fragmental, e.g. have few excursions per
month/year up to their possibilities to coordinate with
direct job or according to special orders.

Lessons learned from trainings.

More attention is needed to practical works and
67

methodology of organisation and implementation of
excursions (working out a marsh route, content,
presentation, work with visiting objects, etc.)
Current and future challenges regarding guides/ cruise guides
What are current/ future challenges
regarding recruiting of guides?

Not stable market, online courses for guides,
popularisation of guide ‘s work, attractiveness,
motivation to create exclusive/individual marsh routes,
guide’s competence, ability to work with group of
people, etc.

How does organisation deal with peaks?
(Are there any standards)

If we can not to find a guide in region, we are searching
in overall Lithuania. However, such cases is not too
much.
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Appendix 2. Cruise ships arrivals to Klaipeda port in 2019
Source: Port of Klaipeda (Available at: https://www.portofklaipeda.lt/kruizines-laivybos-sezonas-2019m)
Nr.

Ship

IMO No.

Length
m

Flag

1

MSC POESIA

9387073

293.80

Panama

2

Magellan

8217881

221.55

The Bahamas

3

Astoria

5383304

160.07

Portugal

4

Astor

8506373

176.25

The Bahamas

5

MSC POESIA

9387073

293.80

Panama

6

AIDACARA

9112789

193.34

Italy

7

MSC POESIA

9387073

293.80

Panama

8

AIDACARA

9112789

193.34

Italy

9

Norvegian Pearl

10
11

QUEEN
VICTORIA
Birka
Stockholm

294.13
9320556

294.00

Bermuda

9273727

177.00

Sweden

12

Hamburg

9138329

144.13

The Bahamas

13

Mein Schiff 1

9783564

315.70

Malta

14

AIDACARA

9112789

193.34

Italy

15

MARINA

9438066

239.00

Marshall Is

16

COSTA
PACIFICA

9378498

290.20

Italy

17

MARINA

9438066

239.00

Italy

18

Serenissima

5412657

87.00

St Vincent
Grenadines (VC)

19

AURORA

9169524

271.10

Bermuda

20

Marella
Explorer

9106297

262.50

21

ARTANIA

8201480

230.65

Bahamas

22

Star Pride

8707343

133.40

The Bahamas

23

Ocean Majesty

6602898

135.30

Portugal

24

AIDACARA

9112789

193.34

Italy

25

COSTA
PACIFICA

9378498

290.20

Italy
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Date,
time
2019-0425 08:00
2019-0427 09:30
2019-0428 08:00
2019-0502 12:00
2019-0506 08:00
2019-0509 10:00
2019-0517 08:00
2019-0523 10:00
2019-0529 07:00
2019-0530 07:00
2019-0603 10:30
2019-0605 07:30
2019-0612 06:00
2019-0618 08:00
2019-0620 10:00
2019-0621 08:00
2019-0628 10:00
2019-0629 07:00
2019-0702 07:00
2019-0703 09:00
2019-0706 13:00
2019-0709 08:00
2019-0709 12:00
2019-0710 10:00
2019-0712 08:00

Agent
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Muller"
UAB "Limarko Jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Muller"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"

Quay
No.
28-32
28-33
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-33
28-32
28-33
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-33
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-33
28-32
28-32
28-32

26

Serenissima

5412657

87.00

St Vincent
Grenadines (VC)

27

MEIN SCHIFF 4

9678408

293.20

Malta

28

ARTANIA

8201480

230.65

Bahamas

29

Seven Seas
Explorer

9703150

224.00

Marshall Islands

30

Serenissima

5412657

87.00

St Vincent
Grenadines (VC)

31

Star Pride

8707343

133.40

The Bahamas

32

Vasco Da Gama

33

HEBRIDEAN SKY

8802882

90.36

The Bahamas

34

Seven Seas
Explorer

9703150

224.00

Marshall Islands

35

Serenissima

5412657

87.00

St Vincent
Grenadines (VC)

36

COSTA
PACIFICA

9378498

290.20

Italy

37

ARCADIA

9226906

254.13

Bermuda

38

Norvegian
Spirit

39

Saga Sapphire

40

MEIN SCHIFF 4

219.40

268.60
7822457

199.63
293.30

Norvegian
Spirit
COSTA
PACIFICA
QUEEN
VICTORIA

9378498

44

EUROPA 2

9616230

225.38

Malta

45

MARINA

9438066

239.00

Italy

46

NAUTICA

9200938

180.00

Marshall Is

47

HEBRIDEAN SKY

8802882

90.40

The Bahamas

48

MSC POESIA

9387073

293.80

Panama

49

HEBRIDEAN SKY

8802882

90.60

The Bahamas

50

MARCO POLO

6417097

176.28

Bahamas

51

Nordstjernen

5255777

80.77

Norway

41
42
43

290.20

Italy

294.00
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2019-0715 09:00
2019-0716 07:00
2019-0718 12:00
2019-0719 11:00
2019-0721 07:00
2019-0803 08:00
2019-0804 07:00
2019-0805 09:00
2019-0805 11:00
2019-0806 08:30
2019-0806 10:00
2019-0808 07:00
2019-0810 08:00
2019-0818 08:00
2019-0823 07:00
2019-0823 07:00
2019-0827 10:00
2019-0828 07:00
2019-0830 08:00
2019-0830 08:00
2019-0902 13:00
2019-0908 07:00
2019-0910 09:00
2019-0925 12:30
2019-1007 09:00
2019-1010 13:00

AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "Muller"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko Jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "Limarko jūrų
agentūra"
UAB "Muller"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
AB "Kruizinių laivų
terminalas"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"
UAB "ESTMA
Klaipėda"

28-33
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-33
28-33
28-33
28-32
34-35
28-32
28-32
28-33
80 A
28-32
10
28-32
28-32
28-32
80
28-32
28-32
28-32
28-33
28-33
28-33

Appendix 3. Full questionnaire in English: Survey to
identify skills, competencies and requirements for tour
guides
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Appendix 4. Ranking - Dimension 1: Destination
RELEVANCE FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE JOB

DIMENSION

DESTINATION

GENERAL
RELEVANCE RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
0,645
4
5
6

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Local attractions and sites of interest
Historical aspects
Cultural aspects and lifestyle of the locals
Local events and entertainment options
Economic aspects
Accommodation facilities

INDIVIDUAL
RELEVANCE
COEFFICIENT
0,953
0,884
0,738
0,674
0,381
0,233

ASSESSMENT OF THE ABILITIES OF CURRENT APPLICANTS

DIMENSION

DESTINATION

GENERAL
ASSESSMENT RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
0,502
4
5
6

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Local attractions and sites of interest
Historical aspects
Cultural aspects and lifestyle of the locals
Local events and entertainment options
Economic aspects
Accommodation facilities
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INDIVIDUAL
ASSESSMENT
COEFFICIENT
0,743
0,667
0,571
0,514
0,343
0,171
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Appendix 5. Ranking - Dimension 2: Stakeholder management
RELEVANCE FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE JOB
GENERAL
RELEVANCE RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
STAKEHOLDER
0,431
4
MANAGEMENT
5
6
7
DIMENSION

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Local tourism authorities / tourism office
Other tour guides / other tour-guide companies
Tour operator companies
Managers of attractions and places of interest
Providers of transportation services
Cruise lines
Tour operator companies

INDIVIDUAL
RELEVANCE
COEFFICIENT
0,651
0,561
0,548
0,488
0,390
0,317
0,000

ASSESSMENT OF THE ABILITIES OF CURRENT APPLICANTS
GENERAL
ASSESSMENT RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
STAKEHOLDER
0,241
4
MANAGEMENT
5
6
7
DIMENSION

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Other tour guides / other tour-guide companies
Local tourism authorities / tourism office
Managers of attractions and places of interest
Tour operator companies
Providers of transportation services
Cruise lines
Ports and ports agents
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INDIVIDUAL
ASSESSMENT
COEFFICIENT
0,531
0,515
0,364
0,333
0,226
-0,065
-0,258
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Appendix 6. Ranking - Dimension 3: Personal skills
RELEVANCE FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE JOB

DIMENSION

PERSONAL
SKILLS

GENERAL
RELEVANCE RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0,775
8
9
10
11
12
13

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Presentation skills
Ability to work effectively without supervision
Ability to improvise
Time management
Flexibilty and adaptability
Intercultural communication
Stress management
Problem solving skills
Service orientation
Teamwork
Networking skills
Affinity for technology interaction
Physical fitness

INDIVIDUAL
RELEVANCE
COEFFICIENT
0,952
0,929
0,907
0,884
0,884
0,857
0,857
0,837
0,810
0,628
0,605
0,500
0,429

ASSESSMENT OF THE ABILITIES OF CURRENT APPLICANTS

DIMENSION

PERSONAL
SKILLS

GENERAL
ASSESSMENT RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
0,692
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Presentation skills
Ability to improvise
Flexibilty and adaptability
Service orientation
Time management
Ability to work effectively without supervision
Stress management
Problem solving skills
Intercultural communication
Networking skills
Affinity for technology interaction
Teamwork
Physical fitness
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INDIVIDUAL
ASSESSMENT
COEFFICIENT
0,909
0,818
0,788
0,758
0,758
0,750
0,697
0,697
0,636
0,636
0,563
0,500
0,485
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Appendix 7. Ranking - Dimension 4: Business operations
RELEVANCE FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE JOB

DIMENSION

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

GENERAL
RELEVANCE RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
4
0,494
5
6
7
8

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Travel itinerary planning
Health and safety management
Relevant laws and regulations
General knowledge of tourism business
Quality management
Distribution channels and intermediaries in tourism
Sales
Specialized software

INDIVIDUAL
RELEVANCE
COEFFICIENT
0,857
0,674
0,628
0,605
0,512
0,465
0,220
-0,050

ASSESSMENT OF THE ABILITIES OF CURRENT APPLICANTS

DIMENSION

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

GENERAL
ASSESSMENT RANKING
COEFFICIENT
1
2
3
4
0,385
5
6
7
8

INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
Travel itinerary planning
General knowledge of tourism business
Quality management
Health and safety management
Distribution channels and intermediaries in tourism
Sales
Relevant laws and regulations
Specialized software
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INDIVIDUAL
ASSESSMENT
COEFFICIENT
0,719
0,485
0,455
0,394
0,333
0,290
0,194
0,194
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Appendix 8. Relevant aspects for the exercise of the job as tour
guide - Full ranking
RELEVANCE FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE JOB
INDIVIDUAL
RANKING
INDIVIDUAL ASPECT
RELEVANCE
COEFFICIENT
1
Local attractions and sites of interest
0,953
2
Presentation skills
0,952
3
Ability to work effectively without supervision
0,929
4
Ability to improvise
0,907
5
Historical aspects
0,884
6
Time management
0,884
7
Flexibilty and adaptability
0,884
8
Intercultural communication
0,857
9
Stress management
0,857
10
Travel itinerary planning
0,857
11
Problem solving skills
0,837
12
Service orientation
0,810
13
Cultural aspects and lifestyle of the locals
0,738
14
Local events and entertainment options
0,674
15
Health and safety management
0,674
16
Local tourism authorities / tourism office
0,651
17
Teamwork
0,628
18
Relevant laws and regulations
0,628
19
Networking skills
0,605
20
General knowledge of tourism business
0,605
21
Other tour guides / other tour-guide companies
0,561
22
Tour operator companies
0,548
23
Quality management
0,512
24
Affinity for technology interaction
0,500
25
Managers of attractions and places of interest
0,488
Distribution channels and intermediaries in tourism
0,465
26
27
Physical fitness
0,429
28
Providers of transportation services
0,390
29
Economic aspects
0,381
30
Cruise lines
0,317
31
Accommodation facilities
0,233
32
Sales
0,220
33
Ports and ports agents
0,000
34
Specialized software
-0,050
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Appendix 9. Assessment of the abilities of new colleagues or
applicants - Full ranking
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Appendix 10. Guideline for interviews
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